Black History Audiobook Recommendations - High School

NC146  Betty Before X, Ilyasah Shabazz
KV469  The Port Chicago 50, Steve Sheinkin
NC004  Facing Frederick: The Life Of Frederick Douglass, A Monumental American Man, Tonya Bolden
KZ832  Harriet Tubman, Secret Agent, Thomas Allen
NA982  Ghost Boys, Jewell Parker Rhodes
NC942  Marley Dias Gets It Done : And So Can You, Marley Dias
NC558  And Still, I Rise: Selected Poems, Maya Angelou
KY902  Incidents In The Life Of A Slave Girl, Harriet Jacobs
NB918  Selma, Lord, Selma : Girlhood Memories Of The Civil-Rights Days, Frank Sikora

NA301  Piecing Me Together, Renee Watson
NA252  March Trilogy Book One, John Lewis
NA897  March Trilogy Book Two, John Lewis
NA898  March Trilogy Book Three, John Lewis
NC352  Monday’s Not Coming, Tiffany D. Jackson
NA308  Homegoing, Yaa Gyasi
NA639  Dear Martin, Nic Stone

NB691  Narrative Of Sojourner Truth, Sojourner Truth
KW645  X : A Novel, Ilyasah Shabazz
KX667  Between The World And Me, Ta-Nehisi Coates
NA191  The Hate U Give, Angie Thomas
NB914  On The Come Up, Angie Thomas
NC233  Never Caught : The Washingtons’ Relentless Pursuit Of Their Runaway Slave, Ona Judge, Erica Armstrong Dunbar
KQ721  I Have A Dream, Martin Luther King Jr.
NB362  Swing, Kwame Alexander
JC179  Beloved, Toni Morrison